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Fine Bread

3425 WALNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA

Importing Tailors

Importing Tews

$40.00

with 2 trousers

2 week delivery on all orders

SOGGER COMPETITION

OPEN TO FRESHMEN

All Variations in Good Standing Sign Up

Today at A. A. Office, 2 P. M.

This year, for the first time, a serious program of spring soccer training is being established. The Freshmen in good standing to report to
do at the A. A. Office, 3425 Walnut st.

as the game is, to sign up for the soccer In-

try out. Herefore this com-

petition has been open only to Begin-

ners and a few men from the earlier circles of spring training making it necessary to have more men to handle the work.

The net this spring will be compared

at cross purposes and probably getting about
two afternoons a week for each team. Freshmen who sign up now will have a great advantage over those who wait until later in the fall, as they will be familiar with themselves with all the duties of office. All men who sign up are con-
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EXTRA AND CONSERVATIVE BRITISH STYLES

with 2 pair trousers

FEIN

Dress Suits & Tuxedos

SUITS and  OVERCOATS

M. McKenzie Cashmiers

and

Imported Tews

BROOKS

Money Loan Office

Owing to the increase of business I have moved to larger quarters 3219 Woodland Ave. . Showing a large variety of Male. Come down and

look around. I am not connected with any other Brooks Money Loan Office.

I BUY AND SELL EVERYTHING

BUSINESS CONFIDENTIAL

ANNOUNCING

the display of our exclusive line of

IMPORTED SHOES AND HOSIERY

at

BEASTON'S - MONDAY MARCH 9th

LOUIS MARK

IMPORTER

143 S. BROAD STREET

EXTREME AND CONSERVATIVE BRITISH STYLES

ICE CREAM

Coffee

Chocolate

Pastry, Coffee and Hot Chocolate

Best On The Campus

SEE "AL" AT

HOUSTON CLUB SODA GRILLE

Palette Tea Shop

3755 Spacee Tea

Breakfast Lunch Tea Dinner

ROOMS TO RENT

Day In - Day Out

THE SAME FINE LOAF

FREIHOFER'S

FINE BREAD

Splendid Restaurant

3645 Woodland Ave.

Good Food, Properly Prepared at Popular Prices

TODAY - AT BEASTON'S

Kendig - Whelan - Mason

TAILORS

1207 WALNUT STREET

SUTIS and OVERCOATS

Do You Need Money?

See Dave Brooks, 3211 Woodland Ave.

Money Loan Office
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"LAUGH IT OFF" COMING TO BELLEVUE-STRAFFORD

Annual Show of the Hasty Pudding Club Scheduled for Philadelphia
April 20

SMITH STUDENTS TO SEE SHOW

For the first time in the seventy-nine years of its history, the Hasty Pudding Club of Smith College will endeavor to give performances of its annual spring production before the students of Macalester College at St. Paul. According to an announcement made by George R. Seiling, manager of this year's show, the scientists are the targets of "Laugh it Off," a performance for the benefit of Macalester. A signal for the production at St. Paul College, May 3rd, will be the starting point of "Laugh it Off," in St. Paul's Strahan Hall, on April 20.

The cast of this year's show in the Smith College productions is the strongest and the talent is more varied than in any previous performance of its annual comedy, "The Rivals of Bellevue," before an audience at Wilcox College, later Boston. It is played in the play, along other similar efforts, was a travesty of the famous Bellevue show, and the results were an entire success. That it has taken the authorship of "The Rivals of Bellevue" for a few years now with the show. During the late winter the 7th Floor School produced a production of its own comedy, "The Rivals of Bellevue," before an audience at Wilcox College, later Boston. The show was played in the show, along other similar efforts, was a travesty of the famous Bellevue show, and the results were an entire success. That it has taken the authorship of "The Rivals of Bellevue" for a few years now with the show. During the late winter the 7th Floor School produced a production of its own comedy, "The Rivals of Bellevue," before an audience at Wilcox College, later Boston. The show was played in the show, along other similar efforts, was a travesty of the famous Bellevue show, and the results were an entire success. That it has taken the authorship of "The Rivals of Bellevue" for a few years now with the show. During the late winter the 7th Floor School produced a production of its own comedy, "The Rivals of Bellevue," before an audience at Wilcox College, later Boston. The show was played in the show, along other similar efforts, was a travesty of the famous Bellevue show, and the results were an entire success. That it has taken the authorship of "The Rivals of Bellevue" for a few years now with the show. During the late winter the 7th Floor School produced a production of its own comedy, "The Rivals of Bellevue," before an audience at Wilcox College, later Boston. The show was played in the show, along other similar efforts, was a travesty of the famous Bellevue show, and the results were an entire success. That it has taken the authorship of "The Rivals of Bellevue" for a few years now with the show. During the late winter the 7th Floor School produced a production of its own comedy, "The Rivals of Bellevue," before an audience at Wilcox College, later Boston. The show was played in the show, along other similar efforts, was a travesty of the famous Bellevue show, and the results were an entire success. That it has taken the authorship of "The Rivals of Bellevue" for a few years now with the show. During the late winter the 7th Floor School produced a production of its own comedy, "The Rivals of Bellevue," before an audience at Wilcox College, later Boston. The show was played in the show, along other similar efforts, was a travesty of the famous Bellevue show, and the results were an entire success. That it has taken the authorship of "The Rivals of Bellevue" for a few years now with the show. During the late winter the 7th Floor School produced a production of its own comedy, "The Rivals of Bellevue," before an audience at Wilcox College, later Boston. The show was played in the show, along other similar efforts, was a travesty of the famous Bellevue show, and the results were an entire success. That it has taken the authorship of "The Rivals of Bellevue" for a few years now with the show. During the late winter the 7th Floor School produced a production of its own comedy, "The Rivals of Bellevue," before an audience at Wilcox College, later Boston. The show was played in the show, along other similar efforts, was a travesty of the famous Bellevue show, and the results were an entire success. That it has taken the authorship of "The Rivals of Bellevue" for a few years now with the show. During the late winter the 7th Floor School produced a production of its own comedy, "The Rivals of Bellevue," before an audience at Wilcox College, later Boston. The show was played in the show, along other similar efforts, was a travesty of the famous Bellevue show, and the results were an entire success. That it has taken the authorship of "The Rivals of Bellevue" for a few years now with the show. During the late winter the 7th Floor School produced a production of its own comedy, "The Rivals of Bellevue," before an audience at Wilcox College, later Boston. The show was played in the show, along other similar efforts, was a travesty of the famous Bellevue show, and the results were an entire success.

New Issue Of Junto Appears March 16

Contains Poems, Special Features, Book Reviews and Short Stories
This month's Junto covers a wide range of literary material. Articles and reviews will appear in March 16. It consists of two issues, approximately six pages each, and a full page of poetry.

Feature articles will be on the lean ing process in the study of phonetics, by Mr. W. L. Crocker, an authority on phonetics; the history of the phonetic alphabet, by Mr. W. L. Crocker, an authority on phonetics; the history of the phonetic alphabet, by Mr. W. L. Crocker, an authority on phonetics; the history of the phonetic alphabet, by Mr. W. L. Crocker, an authority on phonetics; the history of the phonetic alphabet, by Mr. W. L. Crocker, an authority on phonetics; the history of the phonetic alphabet, by Mr. W. L. Crocker, an authority on phonetics; the history of the phonetic alphabet, by Mr. W. L. Crocker, an authority on phonetics; the history of the phonetic alphabet, by Mr. W. L. Crocker, an authority on phonetics; the history of the phonetic alphabet, by Mr. W. L. Crocker, an authority on phonetics; the history of the phonetic alphabet, by Mr. W. L. Crocker, an authority on phonetics; the history of the phonetic alphabet, by Mr. W. L. Crocker, an authority on phonetics; the history of the phonetic alphabet, by Mr. W. L. Crocker, an authority on phonetics; the history of the phonetic alphabet, by Mr. W. L. Crocker, an authority on phonetics; the history of the phonetic alphabet, by Mr. W. L. Crocker, an authority on phonetics; the history of the phonetic alphabet, by Mr. W. L. Crocker, an authority on phonetics; the history of the phonetic alphabet, by Mr. W. L. Crocker, an authority on phonetics.

Pennsylvania Life Insurance Co.

Third Avenue, Pennsylvania Avenue

We have vacancies for a few more agents both full time and part time. Pennsylvania is desired. Both Graduates and Under-Grdutes.

Call at this office and learn details.

Berkshire Life Insurance Co.

Everett H. Plummer, General Agent

421 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia

GIVE US A TRIAL

Varsi-Tee-Cafe'

HOME COOKED MEALS SERVED FROM 7:00 A.M. TO 11:00 P.M.
LIGHT LUNCHES SERVED TO PATRONS
PHONE PRESTON 438

Everything for the College Man at the

Penn Drug Company

Opposite Dorms

SERVICE ACCOMMODATION

THE FAVORITE OF A NATION

BEECH-NUT CHEWING GUM

IT'S THE FLAVOR THAT COUNTS

BEECH-NUT QUALITY

Has No Equal
A STUDY IN CONTRASTS

In spite of the fellow who constantly burks back to the "road old days" days, there is no reason to assume that University of today in drawing further and further away from a perfection with which it was once endowed. A certain ironical humor is attached to this idea of a survival to denote that the upreynances then forced many conditions "in which we are marked by vast improvements.

In particular, we refer the reader to the following editorial which appeared in the issue of February 26, 1914:

"There to whom the management of Houston Hall is extended have apparently, in their efforts to curtail running expenses, lost sight of the fact that this instruction was founded with the idea of furnishing wholesome food, poor lighting and general state of

This quotation is sufficient to reveal what the undergraduate of nine years ago thought of the Houston Club. The new managers have quite a compliance in the ground managers of the Club, also in little over a year have assured an extensive transformation.

The Houston Club which was once a daily is a clean, sanitary, well-grounded place, with every convenience for the student which its limited space will allow.

Now that Houston Hall is assuming its rightful status as the center of social life, it is well to look forward to the time when the present structure will be replaced by a larger building whose space and facilities are more common sense with the needs of the greater University. Reducing the fact that the Houston Club built almost thirty years ago, is the pionner among college unions, it is only right that it should remain fairly in respect to modern accommodations as well as in point of time.

ANOTHER LEAGUE FORNED

Reports that the University it to be represented in the new baseball Collegiate Baseball League will no more than likely be received with joy by those interested in the welfare of college baseball.

While composed of only three members at the present time, indications point to an increase before the opening of the new season. The new league will be producing teams which may claim the undisputed championship of the East, but it will add that certain touch which collegiate baseball lacks and that time competitive with an end in view.

When the results of the games influence the standing of the team in a league, then there is a great deal more interest aroused among both players and spectators. As an example of the interest shown by the Eastern Intercollegiate Interim Baseball League.

When a league game is being played there is a much larger crowd in Woodward Hall than when a non-league contest is the attraction.

Soror has enjoyed a much greater prosperity among Eastern colleges and universities in the following years the
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DIAMOND - JEWELRY
We Specialize in Jewelry
Watch Repairing
Nathan Simon
1351 CHESTNUT ST.

OCEAN VOGUE OFFERED TO COMPETITION WINNER
Continued From Page One

Pennsylvania Favors New Baseball League

Dartmouth and Cornell Willing to Join Association—Columbia Not Yet For

HOPE TO HAVE EIGHT MEMBERS
Representatives of Dartmouth, Cornell, Pennsylvania and Columbia met at the Columbia Club in New York on Saturday for a formal discussion of the formation of an Eastern Intercollegiate Baseball League. The league is practically assured, for three of the colleges went on record as being in favor of it. Columbia was the only holdout, but its accord is expected within the next few days. Columbia's athletic manager, Bernard Rosen, is the leader of the organization, but withheld action until he obtains the approval of the Columbia University Committee on Athletics.

According to the present plan, the league will be inaugurated during the coming season. An effort will be made to increase the membership from four to six teams, and possibly eight. It is understood that Yale is enthusiastic about it and is ready to join the ranks as soon as its gets under way. Pittsburgh, too, has already voiced its approval.

The champion of the league will receive a trophy to be known as the Quadrangle Cup. It will be contested for each year and permanent possession will be gained by winning it three years. The title is necessary for the cup not to be the donation of any individual, but will be awarded by the members of the league.

It is expected that the introduction of the Quadrangle Cup will lead to the formation of a league in the East, and that eventually an elimination series can be held to determine the Eastern champion. The league is expected to operate this season if five general members of the conference will play the winner of the Harvard-Pennsylvania game.

TALK ABOUT SPORTS

At Sea, R. M. S. "CANTATA"

MARCH 5, 1925

Today I had three sets of ski boots on my person, the pretty red from Colgate College. Then afterwards I donned the blue and white skis with their black straps. It is a big sport in the Alps and possibly a hundred men in a bathing suit. I have a little time to try the Colgate skis, but I expect to try the Navy skis by the Third Cold Steward to change for her to take in. And say, tell all who are interested in the subject.

Cortissou School of Dancing
1520 CHESTNUT ST.

PRIVATE INSTRUCTION IN SOCIAL DANCING
PHILADELPHIA'S LARGEST DANCE SCHOOL
WE TEACH FIVE TANGOS
AMERICAN, PARISIAN, VALENTINO, TWO ARGENTINES
JOIN THE TANGO CLUB
Louis 8292

DIKSON'S ELDORADO
the master-dressing pointer
100% all-wool

The largest selling quality pointer coat in the world

17 black legs
Superb in quality, the world-famous
VENUS PENCILS
3 copying
give best service and write best
Buy 1 dozen

5 Fine fabrics in unusually elegant designs and colors. Reid's Brand of Tailors' Ready Clothing especially adapted. Suits, Top Coats, and Overcoats.

LACOSTE REEDY'S SONS
1314 - 16 CHESTNUT ST.

PYLLE & INNES
Leading College Tailors
115 Walnut Street
163 SENIORS FLUNKED

Their chance of getting a Class Record last year

DO YOU WANT TO BE SIMILARLY DISAPPOINTED

The final order for 1925 CLASS RECORDS will be sent to the printer on March 15. It is absolutely necessary for the Managing Board to order more RECORDS after that date.

Make Sure of Your RECORD SUBSCRIBE NOW!!

See a heeler, or drop in at the RECORD office, Houston Club, any time from 1:30 to 2:15

PRICE INCREASE AFTER MARCH 15

OSCEOLA

Private Dining Room
3701 Walnut Street
Announces Post Rushing Season Opening
under New Management
Special Turkey Dinner 75 cents

Sunday, March 8

Phone: Barring 7114
Open Day and Night
LANCASTER RESTAURANTS
229 S. Fortieth Street
Philadelphia

OUR MOTTOS: Cleanliness, Prompt and Courteous Service

With Quality Service

Est. 1895

Louis M. Kolb
Master Tailor
3702 Spruce St., Basement Store
Official Shop to students residents of downtown
10 Memorial Tower, Adjouning Post Office
We steam clean all clothes free with cost of pressing
To Hire - Full Dress, Tuxedos, Formal Suits
Press Clothes? We Do!

French Dry Cleaning, Repairing and Remolding
The Pioneeer and Still Here With Quality Service for You

RENT A CAR

Drive It Yourself
PAY BY THE MILE

213 South 40th Street

1850 MARKET ST.

PHILADELPHIA

THE PENNSYLVANIAN

SUNDAZ. VARC-